Release of poorly soluble drugs from HPMC tablets studied by FTIR imaging and flow-through dissolution tests.
Spectroscopic imaging and a flow-through dissolution test have been combined to improve the possibilities of investigating the release of a poorly soluble drug (diclofenac) from pharmaceutical tablets. The presented methods aim to overcome the limitations that impede the conventional dissolution test because of its inability to observe precipitates of poorly soluble drug during tablet dissolution. The proposed flow-through set-up allows small drug particles that are being carried along in the water-flow to be analyzed, by adding a dissolution agent to the medium after it left the tablet cell. Fourier transform infrared-attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR) spectroscopic imaging provides an insight into the processes inside the tablet and is not hindered by insoluble or recrystallising drug. The techniques have been hyphenated and used to study tablets containing diclofenac sodium and HPMC (hydroxypropyl methylcellulose) in different dissolution media that influence the solubility of the drug. The release profiles obtained by flow-through dissolution test suggest the presence of particles (or precipitates) in the dissolution medium. This is consistent with the results obtained by FTIR imaging, which confirms that both proposed techniques are superior to the ordinary dissolution test when applied to poorly soluble drugs. FTIR imaging data have been analyzed by a classical least squares analysis, corrected for the parts of the tablet outside the field of view, and used to calculate the release profile. The infrared spectra of diclofenac at varying relative humidity were acquired to study the interactions of diclofenac and water, including identification of dissociated diclofenac, thus the chemical specificity of FTIR imaging was fully utilized.